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Guess the baby
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Ingredients
� 1 baby photo of each member of

staff or teacher

� 1 current photo of each member
of staff or teacher

� 1 competition sheet*

� Posters to promote your event*
� 1 collection tin to collect your

donations*

* JDRF can provide you with these
materials and  templates for free – contact
your local office (visit jdrf.org.uk/ukoffices
to find contact details)

Method
1. Decide when you will run the competition.  Will you run it over a day,

weekend, week or month?

2. Contact your local JDRF office to order any additional fundraising materials
you may need.

Great forworkplaces orschoolfundraising



Method continued
3. Ask the teachers at your school or your colleagues at work to provide a

photograph of themselves as a baby or young child, and one of them
recently.

4. Scan any hard copy photos and return the originals to their owners. The
idea if for people to match the baby photo to the current photo.

5. Make up a simple competition sheet with the photos (both baby and
current) on one side and the entry form on the back – everyone entering
the competition will need to give their name and a contact number/email
address. Mark the baby photos with letters of the alphabet and give
numbers to the current photos.  You may like to add intriguing little notes
such as sporting achievements or youthful pastimes of the mystery
subjects in the baby photos.  Remember to give people the closing date of
the competition and let people know the prize they could win.

6. Don’t forget to tell people you are ‘raising funds in aid of JDRF’ and
include our ‘registered charity number 275716 and SC040123’ on any
materials promoting your fundraising.

7. As an extra bit of fun you could also ask contestants to nominate the
photo they think is cutest. Nothing like a bit of friendly competition!

8. Encourage as many people as possible to take part and charge each
person £1 for their competition sheet.

9. You may also like to have a display board of the photos to intrigue people
dropping into the school or workplace. Don't forget to explain where
people can get an entry form and why you are fundraising for JDRF.

10. Announce the winner – if more than one entry is correct, you may need to
pick the winner out of a hat. This would also be a good opportunity to
announce how much you have raised, thank everyone for taking part and
award the prize to the winner.

11. Don’t forget to let JDRF know how you got on. If you would like JDRF to
thank anyone in particular just let us know who they are when you send in
your money.
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